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Investigation of cable effects in spectral induced polarization imaging at
the field scale using multicore and coaxial cables

Adrian Flores Orozco1, Lukas Aigner1, and Jakob Gallistl1

improve data quality and simplify field procedures. We evaluate
SIP imaging data collected with the same measuring device using a coaxial cable and a combination of multicore cables of
different lengths and manufacturers. Data sets collected with
a single coaxial cable reveal a significantly lower number of outliers and a high spatial consistency between the phase-lag readings, even for measurements collected with a coaxial cable five
times longer than the length of the profile. Furthermore, the data
collected with coaxial cables reveal an improved quality for
deeper measurements (with a lower signal-to-noise ratio) in
comparison to data sets collected with separate cables. Our results demonstrate that the use of coaxial cables might permit the
collection of SIP readings with high quality and similar field
procedures to those used in resistivity surveys.

ABSTRACT
The spectral induced polarization (SIP) method has emerged
as a well-suited laboratory technique to characterize hydrogeologic and biogeochemical parameters in soil samples. However,
field applications of the SIP imaging method are still rare, which
can be attributed to the particular care required to minimize the
contamination of the data by electromagnetic coupling. To date,
field procedures rely on the use of two different cables separating the current and potential dipoles to improve the quality of
the SIP readings, although this increases the efforts in the field
and might reduce the depth of investigation or the spatial resolution of the data. To overcome these limitations, we have investigated the use of a single coaxial cable, as an alternative to

2007). Developments in the accuracy of the measuring instruments
(e.g., Zimmermann et al., 2008) and in the modeling algorithms
(e.g., Binley and Kemna, 2005; Kemna et al., 2012; Günther and
Martin, 2016) have permitted extension of the application of the
SIP method to investigate processes and materials associated with
much weaker polarization responses. To date, the SIP method has
been applied in a variety of engineering, hydrogeologic, and environmental investigations (Kemna et al., 2012; Revil et al., 2012a;
Binley et al., 2015; Flores Orozco et al., 2018a; Gallistl et al., 2018).
In particular, within the past two decades, extensive laboratory studies have demonstrated a strong link between the SIP parameters and
soil properties controlling water flow, therefore permitting the quantification of hydraulic conductivity (e.g., Börner et al., 1996; Revil
and Florsch, 2010; Weller et al., 2010; Binley et al., 2016). In addition, laboratory experiments have demonstrated the sensitivity of
the SIP measurements to parameters of relevance accompanying
different biological and geochemical processes in the emerging

INTRODUCTION
Induced polarization (IP) is an extension of the DC-resistivity
method, which provides information about the conductive and
capacitive properties of the subsurface. The measurements can be
collected at different frequencies, in the so-called spectral IP (SIP)
method, to gain information about the frequency dependence of the
electrical properties, commonly in the frequency range between
0.06 and 1000 Hz (e.g., Kemna et al., 2012; Flores Orozco et al.,
2018a). Traditionally, SIP measurements are performed in the frequency-domain (FD), with imaging measurements deploying tens
to hundreds of electrodes to perform thousands of readings based on
four-electrode arrays (for further details on the method, see Binley
and Kemna, 2005; Kemna et al., 2012). Taking into account the
strong IP effect (hereafter referred to as polarization) of metallic
minerals under the application of an external electrical field, SIP
is a method commonly used for the prospection of mineral ores,
among other mining applications (Pelton et al., 1978; Seigel et al.,
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discipline of biogeophysics (Atekwana and Slater, 2009 for further
references). Among these processes are the stimulation of microbial
activity (e.g., Ntarlagiannis et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2005; Slater
et al., 2007), the accumulation of biofilms (Aal et al., 2006; Revil
et al., 2012b), and more recently, the geometry and growth of root
systems (e.g., Corona-Lopez et al., 2019; Weigand and Kemna,
2019).
However, to date, SIP field applications are still rare. The necessity to collect data at different frequencies leads to significantly
longer acquisition time for FD SIP imaging surveys than for standard electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), especially for data collected at low frequencies (<1 Hz). Long acquisition times may
hinder the collection of broadband SIP data in surveys performed
under time constraints. Hence, some studies have reported field IP
data collected only at a single frequency — or a few frequencies,
for instance, for the monitoring of groundwater remediation
by means of nanoparticle injections (Flores Orozco et al., 2015,
2019a), or for the investigation of bioremediation techniques
(e.g., Williams et al., 2009; Flores Orozco et al., 2011). To date,
broadband FD SIP imaging at the field scale has been reported
for the estimation of hydraulic conductivity (Hördt et al., 2007),
the monitoring of microbial activity during the immobilization of
radionuclides (Flores Orozco et al., 2013), the delineation of hydrocarbon-impacted sites (Flores Orozco et al., 2012a), the investigation of landslides (Flores Orozco et al., 2018a; Gallistl et al., 2018),
and — at smaller spatial scales — to detect fungi infection in trees
(Martin and Günther, 2013). Recent studies have demonstrated that
parameters describing the frequency dependence of the IP effect can
also be retrieved from time-domain IP (TDIP) data, if the measurements record the full waveform and the inversion is performed with
modern algorithms, opening the technique to new possibilities
(e.g., Fiandaca et al., 2018; Olsson et al., 2019). Still, long pulse
lengths (i.e., acquisition time) are required to gain information at
low frequencies associated to slow polarization processes.
SIP surveys at high frequencies (i.e., above 1 Hz) are related to
short acquisition times; yet they are subject to contamination of the
data due to parasitic electromagnetic (EM) fields, commonly referred to as EM coupling (e.g., Pelton et al., 1978). EM coupling
increases proportionally with the acquisition frequencies, and it is
expected to contaminate measurements collected above 10 Hz (Wait
and Gruszka, 1986; Binley et al., 2005; Kemna et al., 2012). Nonetheless, some studies have already observed that EM coupling
dominates the SIP response at frequencies at approximately 5 Hz
(e.g., Kemna et al., 2000; Gasperikova and Morrison, 2001; Williams et al., 2009; Flores Orozco et al., 2011).
EM coupling is caused by either inductive or capacitive sources
(e.g., Zimmermann et al., 2008, 2019). Capacitive coupling (i.e.,
involving displacement currents) results from differences in the
contact impedances between the electrodes and the subsurface or
between the conductive shield of the cables and the surface, resulting in leakage currents (e.g., Zimmermann et al., 2008, 2019; Zhao
et al., 2013, 2014). Capacitive EM coupling can also arise due to
voltage differences between the cables used for voltage measurements and those used for current injection. The capacitive EM coupling (EMcc ) between parallel cables (of an infinite length) and an
electrical field can be calculated (Charnock, 2005) as

EMcc ≅

πε0
;
lnðD∕aÞ

(1)

where D is the distance between the cables, a is the cable radius,
and ε0 is the electrical permittivity of free space.
Inductive coupling is related to temporal variations in the current
flow (i.e., that produced by a magnetic field) along the wires connecting the electrodes and the measuring device, which result in the
induction of parasitic fields in conductive materials (e.g., conductive
soils, metallic wires in multicore cables). The inductive coupling is
known to be proportional to the conductivity of the subsurface, the
acquisition frequency, and the square of the cable length (e.g., Hallof, 1974; Pelton et al., 1978). Hence, many approaches have been
suggested for the decoupling of SIP readings by removing the influence in the data of inductive fields associated with layered media
and the cable geometry (e.g., Hallof, 1974; Coggon, 1984; Wait and
Gruszka, 1986; Routh and Oldenburg, 2001; Zhao et al., 2013). Yet,
inductive coupling can also take place within the cable bundle used
in SIP field surveys. Assuming parallel cables with an infinite
length and without considering coupling with the subsurface, the
inductive coupling (EMic ) can be calculated by

EMic ≅ 0.1 · lnð1 þ ð

2h 2
Þ Þ;
D

(2)

where h refers to the height of the conductors relative to the earth
plane. EM coupling between the cables represents an inherent problem in SIP imaging applications, which to date still relies on the
deployment of tens to hundreds of cable cores (i.e., one for each
electrode), with the cable length increasing for deeper investigations.
To facilitate data collection at the field scale, the use of multicore
cables is a common practice because these are easier to handle than
separate wires and are low maintenance, permitting the collection of
data in practically all environments from frozen rocks to landslides
(e.g., Doetsch et al., 2015; Gallistl et al., 2018). However, the isolation between the independent wires might not provide enough
separation to avoid coupling within the multicore cable. Some alternatives have been proposed, for instance, to digitize the response
directly at the electrode using so-called remote units minimizing
crosstalking between the transmitter and the receiver, or between
the cables (Radic, 2016). However, commercially available instruments lack the robustness and flexibility of multicore cables, involve complicated field procedures, and limit the application of
the method in rough terrains and for the mapping of extensive areas.
The use of separate cables for current injection and potential readings (Dahlin et al., 2002) reduces the contamination of the data due
to coupling within the cables by increasing their separation. However, such practice either reduces the depth of investigation or the
resolution of the measurements. In the case that each electrode position requires two cables to separate current and voltage dipoles,
the length of the profile is reduced by half and, thus, so is the nominal depth of investigation. Alternatively, it is possible to double the
separation between electrodes in the multicore cables and alternate
each cable and position with one potential and one current electrode
to keep the length of the profile and still permit the use of two separate cables. However, this procedure increases the dipole length
and consequently reduces the resolution of the imaging data set.
Moreover, the separation between the separate cables needs to
be large enough to minimize crosstalk (Telford et al., 1990). Alternatively, the use of shielded cables has been suggested to minimize
capacitive crosstalking and inductive coupling between wires (Telford et al., 1990), which to date are deployed in some laboratory
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instruments. However, besides rare examples (e.g., Flores Orozco
et al., 2013), such a practice has not been widely implemented in
field investigations. Recent investigations (e.g., Zhao et al., 2013,
2014; Huisman et al., 2016; Zimmermann et al., 2019) have proposed different techniques to model the EM response and correct
SIP data at high frequencies; however, such methods require detailed knowledge on the geometric wire layout, which may hinder
its application for large-scale surveys. Moreover, correction of the
data does not substitute for proper field procedures.
Although the quality of the SIP readings over a broad frequency
range is critical to extend the observations from the laboratory to the
field scale, to date, few studies have addressed in detail the field
procedures to enhance data quality in field FD SIP readings (see
Dahlin et al., 2002; Flores Orozco et al., 2013; Huisman et al.,
2016; Zimmermann et al., 2019). In this regard, there is a considerable gap between laboratory and field-scale studies addressing the
methodologies for the collection of SIP data with high quality. In
particular, the use of coaxial cables for the collection of field-scale
SIP imaging data sets has not been evaluated in detail, even if this is
a common practice for laboratory studies (e.g., Zimmermann et al.,
2008; Huisman et al., 2016). Hence, in this study, we compare SIP
imaging measurements performed with coaxial and standard multicore cables aiming at proposing a simplification of the field procedures for the collection of field SIP imaging with high quality. To
better investigate cable effects, we compare measurements collected
with a variety of multicore cables (covering different lengths and
manufacturers) using a single layout and separate cables for current
and potential dipoles.
The general expectation in our experimental setup is that SIP
measurements collected with the same measuring device, under
the same field conditions, and using the same electrodes, should
result in nearly identical imaging data sets, even if the multicore
cables are produced by different manufacturers. Likewise, we also
assume that the EM coupling between the cables and the ground is
the same. Such an expectation should be valid at least for data collected below 10 Hz, in which EM coupling is commonly assumed
to be negligible. Consequently, distortions in the data can be only
attributed to cable effects (i.e., inductive and capacitive coupling
within the cables). Imaging data sets are compared with those collected with coaxial cables to investigate their benefits in field SIP
imaging surveys. For completeness, we also investigate possible cable effects by deploying coaxial and different multicore cables (and
setups) for the collection of TDIP measurements. We also present an
analysis of the normal and reciprocal misfit for readings collected
with multicore and coaxial cables to quantitatively compare variations in data error associated to the different cables.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We compare here the readings collected with three multicore cables purchased from different companies: Iris Instruments, MultiPhase Technologies (MPT), and Pro-Seismic Services, which are
hereafter referred to as MCX, MCY, and MCZ. For our measurements, we considered cables with 32 takeouts (i.e., electrodes) and
mainly two different spacings between them: 5 and 1 m, referred to
as the long and short cables, respectively. Accordingly, we refer to
the different multicore cables as MCX5, MCY5, MCZ5, MCX1,
and MCZ1, corresponding to the different manufacturers and the
separation between takeouts. To extend the comparison, TDIP measurements were also collected using coaxial and different multicore
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cables. Table 1 presents a summary of the different cables deployed
and the corresponding names.
The coaxial cable used in this study was constructed at the Technical University of Vienna (TU-Wien) using 32 independent wires
with lengths between 5 and 155 m, yielding 32 takeouts at 5 m separation between them, hereafter referred to as COAX5. The coaxial
cables were twisted together and taped with thermal adhesive tape
to form a single bundle and permit easy handling. In this way, the
coaxial cable can be rolled into a cable reel and be used in the field
in the same way as a multicore cable (see Figure 1). To investigate
the effect in the data by deploying coaxial cables with different
lengths, two additional coaxial cables were manufactured with separations of 2 and 10 m between takeouts (COAX2 and COAX10),
for total lengths of 62 and 310 m, respectively. During the construction of each coaxial bundle, particular care was taken to connect the
shield of each coaxial cable to the metallic plug to be connected
with a measuring device, which has a ground connection through
an external electrode (see Figure 1). Accordingly, the shields of the
cables have the same voltage at the connection point to reduce EM
coupling. The coaxial cable deployed here is a coaxial RG-174 A/U,
with a characteristic impedance of 50±2 Ω, a capacitance of
101 pF/m, a propagation rate of 66%, and attenuation of 40 dB/
100 m at 200 MHz. The outside diameter of the conductor is
0.48 mm, the internal diameter of the shield is 1.95 mm, and the
entire cable has a diameter of 2.7 mm. The dielectric insulator is
polyethylene, with a dielectric constant of 2.4±0.1 and a relative
magnetic permeability of 1±0.05. The cable has a copper index of
5.4 kg/km and a weight of 12 kg/km.
For the collection of IP readings, we deployed a data acquisition
system (DAS-1) instrument from MPT, which performs the TDIP
and FDIP measurements. Consequently, we can investigate the influence of the cable effects on the data quality for both measuring
techniques based on the same instrument. Our measurements were
collected along two profiles, each with 32 stainless steel electrodes:
profile P1, with a separation of 5 m between electrodes and roughly

Table 1. Summary of the geometric characteristics and
physical properties of the different multicore (MC) and
coaxial (COAX) cables used in this study.

Cable ID

Total
length (m)

Takeout
spacing (m)

Resistance
(Ω)

Capacitance
(F)

MCX5
MCX1
MCY5
MCZ10
MCZ5
MCZ1
COAX2
COAX5
COAX10

183.8
38.3
159.8
320
170
40.5
64
157
152

5
1
5
10
5
1
2
5
10

13.8
2.9
8.2
67.5
36
9.8
0.3 Ω/m
0.3 Ω/m
0.3 Ω/m

15.4
3.9
9.7
19.7
7.4
2.2
0.1 nF/m
0.1 nF/m
0.1 nF/m

For the capacitance of the multicore cables, we refer to the measured values between
two adjacent wires in the end connector, whereas for coaxial cables, we refer to the
values provided by the manufacturer as each cable has different length. Accordingly,
the resistance and capacitance values in the coaxial cables are given as a function of
their length.
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oriented north to south and profile P2, perpendicular to P1, with a
separation of 1 m between electrodes. SIP data were collected in the
frequency range between 0.5 and 225 Hz, whereas IP data in the
time domain were collected with 0.5 s pulse length. This pulse
length was selected because the EM coupling is expected to affect
readings at frequencies above 1 Hz, i.e., in the early times. Hence, a
pulse length of 0.5 s permits us to use the 35 sampling gates available in the DAS-1 device to capture the voltage decay at early times

Figure 1. Coaxial cable (COAX2) used in this study, with the picture presenting (a) the twisting and tightening of the cable to make a
single bundle, (b) the pins in the end connector referred to in the
laboratory measurements, and (c) the attachment of the shields of
the independent cables into the end connector to permit their
grounding through an external electrode and, thus, leveling the voltages of the individual cable shields at the end connector.

(i.e., just 20 ms after shutting the current off), which are the most
affected by EM cable effects. Measurements were acquired with a
dipole-dipole (DD) skip-0 configuration, meaning that the length of
the current and potential dipoles is equal to the electrode spacing (as
illustrated in Figure 2). Electrodes used for voltage measurements
were always located ahead of the current dipole to avoid contamination of the IP readings due to polarization of the electrodes
(e.g., Slater et al., 2000; Flores Orozco et al., 2018a). Our configuration contains a total of 435 quadrupoles covering between 1 and
29 levels, with the levels referring to the number of electrodes separating current and potential dipoles (as illustrated in Figure 2). This
configuration was selected to record data with a large range in the
transfer resistances aiming at capturing a large dynamic range in the
S/N in our measurements. In this study, we do not discuss electrode
configurations characterized by higher S/N, for instance, with a
larger dipole length (DD skip > 0) because they do not provide further insights into the cable effects in the data. Moreover, the comparison of different electrode configurations in SIP imaging has
been addressed in previous studies (e.g., Flores Orozco et al.,
2018b).
We collected the measurements presented here at the Hydrological Open Air Laboratory (HOAL) located in Lower Austria (Austria). The HOAL site is a small catchment (66 ha), where different
investigations are being conducted to understand runoff generation
(Blöschl et al., 2016). The SIP data sets presented in this study were
acquired in a forest-covered area characterized by heavy soils (clay
and silt content above 70%). Due to the high content of fine particles, the electrical properties at the low frequencies (<100 Hz) are
expected to be dominated by conduction (i.e., the real component of
the surface conductivity) over polarization (i.e., the imaginary component of the surface conductivity) due to the contribution of ionic
and surface conduction mechanisms. However, at the selected location, previous measurements have revealed relatively high
phase-lag readings (−ϕ > 10 mrad) attributed to a biogeochemically
active zone, which has been validated through analysis in the laboratory of recovered sediments after drilling (see Figure 3). Hence,
the study area offers an excellent opportunity to investigate cable
effects in SIP imaging measurements. On the one hand, conductive

Figure 2. Representation of the dipole-dipole skip-0 configuration used in this study considering 32 electrodes, with all possible voltage
measurements (indicated as V) for a given current dipole (indicated as I) and the levels representing the distance (given in terms of the electrode
spacing) between the current and potential dipole.
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soils are commonly related to high coupling effects (e.g., Hallof,
1974). On the other hand, changes in subsurface properties lead
to a polarizable anomaly, thus enhancing the S/N. A detailed interpretation of the electrical response of the subsurface is beyond the
scope of this study.
For the investigation of cable effects, we want to avoid the inherent uncertainty associated to the inversion of the data. Hence, our
study is based solely on the comparison of the measured phase lag
(ϕ), hereafter referred to as phase for simplicity, for readings collected with different cables. We do not present plots of the apparent
resistivity because all of the data collected with different cables
revealed negligible differences. To present the raw data, we use a
slightly modified version of the classic pseudosections, with the
only difference being that the pseudosections presented here plot
the actual measured phase values (ϕ) without interpolation. We believe that the pseudosections offer the best way to compare the data
collected with different cables, permitting visualization of the distribution of the measurements and their spatial consistency. The expectation for “clean” data sets (e.g., without cable effects) is that the
measurements should be distributed in a reduced range of values,
with smooth variations along the pseudosection plane due to the
(spatial) correlation between adjacent measurements (e.g., Flores
Orozco et al., 2018b). Accordingly, “noisy” measurements are those
in which the pseudosection shows large variability between the values in nearby measurements. We then quantify the variability in the
readings by means of the standard deviation (s) of the ϕ values in
the imaging data set collected for each cable and frequency after
removal of erroneous measurements and outliers.
To support our expectation of smooth pseudosections independently of the complexity in subsurface architecture, we present in
Figure 3 the pseudosections obtained for synthetic models with different degrees of complexity. The synthetic models are based on the
expected geologic setting at the site, as resolved from wellbore data.
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The shape of the polarizable anomaly was modeled for the smooth
and irregular geometries to investigate the resulting variations in the
smoothness of the pseudosections. Our numerical investigation (see
Figure 3) supports two assumptions in our study: (1) Subsurface
structures with irregular shapes still result in smooth pseudosections, and (2) positive phase-lag readings (ϕ) in our measurements
cannot be explained by changes in the sensitivity of the measurements and the distribution of the polarizable anomalies.
Measurements associated with a negative apparent resistivity
were deleted as erroneous measurements. Similarly, positive ϕ values might be regarded as erroneous measurements, considering that
those can only be explained by negative currents in a typical resistor-capacitor circuit. However, in our study, we filtered only ϕ values above 20 mrad, to take into account possible negative IP effects
(for further details, refer to Dahlin and Loke, 2015; Flores Orozco
et al., 2019b) and systematic patterns associated to cable effects. In
addition, phase measurements below −100 mrads were also defined
as outliers. This threshold value is based on a first inspection of the
data collected with all the cables at P1, which revealed most of the ϕ
readings in the range between −20 and 0 mrad, with a mean value
of less than −7 mrads (Figure 4). Hence, the threshold value of
−100 mrads was selected as a soft filter considering a potential increase in the polarization response for measurements at higher
frequencies.

RESULTS
FDIP data with 5 m separation between electrodes:
Comparison between long multicore and coaxial cables
using a single layout and separate cables
Figure 5 shows the pseudosections after removal of outliers for
data collected with the long cables along P1, i.e., for spacing of 5 m
between electrodes and takeouts in the cables. Besides the pseudo-

Figure 3. Numerical model to validate the assumption of smooth pseudosections. The assumed electrical units expressed in terms of the phase
of the complex resistivity (top) and the pseudosections (bottom) for the modeled response, expressed in terms of the phase lag of the electrical
impedance. Borehole information at the study area is imposed in the electrical model and is used to define the variations of the complex
conductivity values in the subsurface.
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sections obtained for measurements with different single multicore
cables, we also present the pseudosections for data collected using a
single coaxial cable (COAX5 and COAX10), and a separate cable
layout. In the case of separate cables, we present two scenarios:
(1) using two multicore cables for current (MCY5) and potential
(MCZ5) readings and (2) using the combination of coaxial for current injection and multicore cables (MCY5) for potential readings.
In general, Figure 5 shows smooth pseudosections for measurements collected at the lowest frequency (0.5 Hz) within the first
eight levels (pseudodepth ≤ 10m) in which most of the phase readings are found in the range of values between −20 and 0 mrad. A
similar distribution is also observed for readings collected at 1 Hz,
yet the single multicore data sets reveal an increase in the variability
of the readings (s increasing from approximately 18 to 22) and a
larger number of spatially inconsistent measurements (i.e., noise)
even within the first eight levels. The lack of spatially consistent
deeper measurements (e.g., >10 m in the pseudosection) corresponds to quadrupoles associated with a poor S/N. However, measurements collected with the coaxial cables — and to some extent
with separate cables — show a clean (i.e., smooth) pseudosection

even for a pseudodepth of 20 m, still evidencing a good S/N.
Furthermore, measurements at 1 Hz collected with a single coaxial
— and to lesser extent with separate cables — still evidence a high
S/N and consistent readings up to 18 levels (a maximum pseudodepth of approximately 20 m). These observations make it clear that
cable effects dominate 1 Hz measurements conducted with single
multicore cables and separations larger than 35 m between current
and potential dipoles (corresponding to seven times the electrode
spacing).
The high number of measurements removed as outliers for data
collected with multicore cables (between 40% and 45%) at the low
frequencies points to clear systematic errors related to the cables,
considering that at such low frequencies induction effects in the
shallow soils might be negligible. This is particularly evidenced
by the high quality revealed by the data collected with coaxial cables (and to a certain extent with separate cables), in which less than
25% of the readings are removed as outliers, with consistent readings still visible for the larger separations between current and potential dipoles. Moreover, data collected with a coaxial cable two
times larger than the actual length of the profile (10 m separation

Figure 4. Histograms of the phase-lag readings in SIP measurements collected along profile P1 (5 m electrode spacing) with the long multicore
and coaxial cables (5 m between takeouts). The median (m) and standard deviation (s, in mrad) for each imaging data set are indicated in each
plot.
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Figure 5. Pseudosections for SIP data collected at the HOAL site using 32 electrodes deployed with a separation of 5 m. SIP measurements
were conducted using long multicore (MCX5, MCY5, and MCZ5) and coaxial cables (a total length of 155 m). Labels inserted show the
percentage of remaining measurements after removal of outliers and the standard deviation (s) in the phase readings.
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between takeouts) reveal smoother pseudosections (with a lower
standard deviation in the readings) and a lower number of filtered
outliers than measurements collected with single multicore cables.
At 7.5 Hz, the coaxial cable still acquires data characterized by
clean pseudosections for the first eight levels (e.g., a pseudodepth of
10 m), which are comparable only to the readings collected with
separate cables. For measurements collected at 15 Hz, the pseudosection for the coaxial cables still shows many measurements within
the first eight levels (i.e., the first 10 m of pseudodepth) with a high
spatial consistency (i.e., smooth pseudosection), whereas most of
the deeper measurements are removed as outliers. At 15 Hz, all multicore cables show poor performance, with more than 75% of the
readings removed, and the remaining readings revealing a poor spatial consistency, with noisy pseudosections. The MCZ5 cables perform the best among the multicore cables, yet they reveal much
more scattered readings and a higher number of removed outliers
compared with the data set collected with the coaxial cables.
Clearly, cable effects are the main reason underlying the poor quality in data collected at 1 Hz with single multicores, with a larger
decrease in the quality and spatial consistency of ϕ readings at
higher frequencies.
Surprisingly, SIP readings collected with two separate multicore
cables reveal noisier pseudosections than those collected with a single coaxial one. This is unexpected, considering that EM coupling
between wires decreases with increasing the separation between
them (see equations 1 and 2) and both multicores were laid with
a relatively large separation (approximately 50 cm). This observation may suggest that inductive coupling in conductive soils (such
as those in the HOAL) plays a dominant role in the distortion of SIP
readings collected with common multicore cables, even if different
cables are used for current and potential dipoles. Accordingly, Figure 5 shows that the use of coaxial cables significantly improves the
quality of SIP imaging readings over those collected with multicore
cables. Measurements with separate cables can be improved using a
coaxial cable. However, measurements at 7.5 and 15 Hz reveal relatively similar data quality within the first eight levels (i.e., up to
10 m depth in the pseudosection) when performed with a single
coaxial cable and the combinations of the MCY5 coaxial. Nonetheless, at 0.5 and 1 Hz, only the measurements with a single coaxial
cable provide clean pseudosections (including the deepest measurements).
Plots in Figure 5 reveal that SIP field surveys conducted with
long multicore cables and electrode spacing (i.e., 5 m) might be
limited in their depth of investigation due to the occurrence of cable
effects in readings with a relatively large separation between the
current and potential dipoles. Contrary to this, measurements collected with single coaxial cables are less affected by EM coupling.
Moreover, the pseudosections presented in Figure 5 suggest that
MCY5 cables might not be suited for collection of SIP data.

FDIP data with 1 m separation between electrodes:
Comparison between long multicore and coaxial cables
using single layout and separate cables
Figure 6 presents the pseudosections for measurements collected
with the long cables (5 m spacing between the takeouts), but for an
electrode separation of 1 m in P2. A shorter separation between
electrodes favors a higher S/N and may help to reduce the contamination of the data due to EM coupling with the conductive soils.

However, the long cables cannot be fully extended; thus, the exceeding cable was laid as perpendicular as possible to the profile.
As expected, the small separation between electrodes resulted in
higher voltage readings, ranging between 0.5 mV and 1 V (data not
shown), which are two orders of magnitude higher than those observed for measurements collected with 5 m separation between
electrodes (data not shown). Given the enhanced S/N, Figure 6 reveals only minimal readings removed as outliers in the lower
frequencies (0.5 and 1.0 Hz) for single multicore measurements
(<30%). Moreover, pseudosections for data collected at 7.5 Hz
show more than 50% valid readings for all multicore cables deployed, with the exception of MCY5. However, coaxial cables still
perform the best, with less than 15% of the outliers removed at low
frequencies (0.5 and 1.0 Hz). At higher frequencies, COAX5 measurements still reveal relatively clean pseudosections up to 7.5 Hz
within the first 8–12 levels (pseudodepth <3 m). At such frequencies, MCX5 and MCY5 exhibit noisy measurements with almost
60% of the readings removed as outliers and a standard deviation
of approximately 8 mrad larger than for COAX5 readings. Only
measurements collected with MCZ5 show some consistency with
the COAX5, suggesting the better performance of these multicore
cables.
At 15 Hz, measurements collected with single MCX5 and MCY5
are scattered over a larger range (s ∼ 28 mrad), yielding noisy pseudosections with a large number of removed measurements (>60%),
indicating poor quality in the phase readings, whereas MCZ5 and
coaxial cables show clean pseudosections within the first eight levels (depth <2 m in the pseudosection) and relatively consistent distribution within the readings (s ∼ 21 mrad). Clearly, the long cables
enhance EM coupling (within the cables and the conductive soils) at
15 Hz, even if the separation between electrodes is small. Nonetheless, measurements collected with coaxial cables at 15 Hz still show
a clean pseudosection with only a few outliers removed within the
first eight levels, suggesting that such effects might be reduced
through the deployment of shielded cables, albeit the long cable
length.
In the case of measurements collected with separate cables, one
being coaxial, Figure 6 reveals that the combination MCY5COAX5 performs better than COAX5-MCY5. Hence, the use of
the coaxial cable for current injection results in data sets with a standard deviation of approximately 3 mrad smaller and approximately
3% fewer measurements removed as outliers in comparison to those
when the coaxial cable is used to connect the potential electrodes.
Such an observation might be explained as a higher EM coupling
between the conductive soils and the shield of the coaxial cables (in
the voltage dipoles) than the coupling between the conductive soils
and the multicore cables. Nonetheless, Figure 6 shows that measurements with a single coaxial cable are comparable to those collected with separate cables. Moreover, Figure 6 demonstrates that
measurements collected with a coaxial cable much longer than the
actual separation between electrodes (five times longer in the case
of our measurements) still provide comparable quality to measurements collected with separate cables.

FDIP data with 1 m separation between electrodes:
Comparison between short multicore cables and long
coaxial cables using a single layout and separate cables
Pseudosections presented in Figure 7 show the data quality in
measurements collected with a short electrode separation and short
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multicore cables (1 m for a total profile length of 31 m), in comparison with single long coaxial cables (COAX5, with 5 m spacing
between takeouts), as well as separate short multicore cables. Measurements with MCY1 were not conducted. In general, Figure 7
shows that the data quality is significantly improved by reducing
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the length of the multicore cables to the exact size of the separation
between electrodes.
In general, all measurements presented in Figure 7 show smooth
pseudosections for all cables in the low frequencies (0.5 and
1.0 Hz), with fewer than 10% of measurements removed as outliers

Figure 6. Pseudosections for SIP data collected at the HOAL site using 32 electrodes deployed with a separation of 1 m. SIP readings were
collected using long multicore (MCX5, MCY5, and MCZ5) and coaxial cables (a total length of 115 m each). The inserted labels show the
percentage of remaining measurements after removal of outliers and the standard deviation (s) in the phase readings.
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for multicore cables. Moreover, pseudosections reveal consistent
phase readings for 16 levels (pseudodepth <5 m) for measurements
collected at low frequencies, as well as within the first 8 and 10
levels (for maximum depth of 2.5 m in the pseudosections) at high
frequencies (7.5 and 15 Hz). Unavoidably, the data quality decreases with increasing the acquisition frequency for larger separations between current and potential dipoles (i.e., pseudodepth), yet
in the case of short multicore cables, data collected at 15 Hz still
reveal clean pseudosections only within the first eight levels (a
depth of 2 m). Consistent with previous observations, the MCZ
cables outperform the MCX cables.
Clearly, the short cables minimize EM coupling within the cables
and possible inductive coupling with the conductive soils, permitting collection of SIP phase readings with a higher quality, even
with a single multicore cable. Thus, field procedures deploying
the smallest possible multicore cables are recommended to significantly improve the quality of SIP data. Contrary to this observation,
data collected with a single long coaxial cable reveal still comparable pseudosections at the different frequencies, with a similar variability in the data (s varying at different frequencies between 15 and

20 mrad) and the number of removed readings as outliers. Hence,
Figure 7 demonstrates that the quality of SIP measurements collected with single coaxial cables is less sensitive to the length of
the cable.
Pseudosections for data collected at 0.5 and 1.0 Hz using separate
short multicore cables (MCX1-MCZ1) reveal high spatial consistency between the readings (s ∼ 10 mrad) and a minimal number
of outliers (less than 5% of the readings removed). At 7.5 Hz, separate short cables still result in smooth pseudosections in almost 15
levels (i.e., a depth of 3 m in the pseudosections) and with still less
than 20% of the outliers removed. In the case of data collected at
15 Hz, the use of short separate cables results in approximately 3%
fewer measurements removed as outliers and a standard deviation of
approximately 3 mrads smaller in comparison with the measurements with a single multicore cable. The comparison of pseudosections presented in Figures 6 and 7 shows that the deployment of
multicore cables longer than the actual separation between electrodes significantly reduces the quality of SIP readings, even at low
frequencies, as observed for 0.5 Hz readings with MCX5 and
MCY5.

Figure 7. Pseudosections for SIP data collected at the HOAL site using 32 electrodes deployed with a separation of 1 m. SIP readings were
collected using short multicore (MCX1 and MCZ1 — a total length of 31 m each) and long coaxial cables (a total length of 115 m). The
inserted labels show the percentage of the remaining measurements after removal of outliers and the standard deviation (s) in the phase
readings.
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Comparison of coaxial, multicore, and separate cables
for TD measurements
Regarding EM coupling, TDIP measurements offer the advantage that potential readings are collected with a delay after the current injection is switched off, which permits minimization of EM
inferences in the data. However, for completeness, here we investigate variations in the quality of the TDIP measurements collected
with different cables. TDIP measurements were acquired for pulse
lengths of 500 ms, using a square wave, with a 50% duty cycle.
After current switch-off, the decay curve was sampled after an initial delay of 10 ms using 24 windows, with a constant width
of 20 ms.
For our analysis, we present the pseudosections for chargeability
measurements at three different sampling windows (2, 10, and 20
for a 500 ms pulse length), analogous to the high, intermediate, and
low frequencies in FDIP. We also present pseudosections for the
integral chargeability (Mtot ), which is a quantity commonly used
for the interpretation of TDIP surveys (more details can be found,
for instance, in Binley and Kemna, 2005). Similar to the FDIP data,
the apparent resistivity pseudosections are consistent for measurements with different cables and are not discussed here. We define
and remove as outliers those measurements for which the corresponding chargeability exceeds the limits of −20 to 100 mV/V, with
the broad range selected to permit the visualization of possible negative chargeability values (e.g., Dahlin and Loke, 2015) or contamination in the data due to EM coupling.
In general, Figure 8 shows clean pseudosections, at least to a
depth of 4 m (at least 14 levels), and with less than 5% of the data
removed as outliers (for the Mtot plots), clearly evidencing the good
quality of the TDIP readings. As expected, the noisier pseudosections are those related to measurements collected with the long
MCZ10 cables (10 m separation between takeouts for a total cable
length of 310 m), which reveals the poor spatial consistency between the readings collected below 10 levels (i.e., 10 electrodes
separating the current and potential electrodes). Such poor data
quality might be related to cable effects or inductive coupling with
the conductive soils dominating over the low voltage measurements
(i.e., lower S/N). The data quality improves significantly for data
collected with shorter multicore cables (from the same manufacturer), as evidenced by pseudosections for MCZ1 data. These readings show smooth pseudosections, with some noisy measurements
only for the deepest measurements (below 5 m pseudodepth), TDIP
measurements collected with the single coaxial cable show the
smoothest pseudosections and the lowest amount of removed outliers (<1% for the Mtot ), for all data sets collected with a single
cable. However, TDIP pseudosections show in general high spatial
consistency and indicate fewer outliers than the FDIP pseudosections. This is expected considering that the voltage readings are collected after the current in the transmitter is switched off, and, thus,
are less affected by EM coupling, namely, by crosstalking between
cables, between the transmitter and receiver in the DAS-1, and induction effects between the cables and the ground.
As expected, early IP windows (i.e., M2 and M10 ), reveal the
largest number of filtered data (15% and 5% for long and short multicore cables, respectively, and 10% for coaxial cables), and noisy
pseudosections for the readings with large levels (>4 m pseudodepth). EM coupling effects are expected in the early times (analogously to high frequencies in FDIP) and clearly affect the quality of
the measurements with a weak S/N associated to a large separation
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between current and potential dipoles (i.e., a large pseudodepth).
Such data contamination is only visible for the longest cables
(MCZ10) in the integral chargeability plots, but it is almost negligible for the coaxial cable and the short multicore cable.
In Figure 8, we also present data collected with a single coaxial,
two separate coaxials, two separate multicores, and separate multicore and coaxial cables, with all of these combinations revealing
practically similar pseudosections (less than 3% of the data removed
as outliers) with high spatial consistency (s < 10 mV/V) for integral
chargeability values (Mtot ). Our data show larger discrepancies in
early time readings for deep measurements (pseudodepth >4 m),
which are related to large separations between the current and potential dipoles, as mentioned above. EM coupling plays a more
dominant role in readings at early times (i.e., M2 ), analogously to
the high frequencies. Accordingly, we observe a larger variation in
the readings in M2 (s ∼ 19 mV/V) than in, e.g., M20 (s ∼ 13 mV/V),
as well as a larger number of measurements removed as outliers.
Hence, pseudosections for M2 provide the best overview regarding
cable effects in TDIP. In such case, Figure 8 reveals that
measurements collected with MCZ1 as a single cable provided the
best quality, followed by readings collected with a single coaxial.
Although not discussed here, further improvements in data quality
could also be expected through the deploying of shorter coaxial cables, for instance, to the exact separation between electrodes.
Figure 8 also shows that coupling effects cannot be neglected in
TDIP measurements, at least in early times, for instance, in the
pseudosections for M2, even if two coaxial cables are used to separate the current and potential dipoles. It might be argued that such
distortions are only visible for the deep measurements, in which the
lowest S/Ns are expected. However, the pseudosections (e.g., M 20 )
corresponding to later times are clean even if associated to lower
chargeability values. The cable effects at early times might be relevant for the case of TDIP measurements of the full waveform, or
using a 100% duty cycle, yet such discussion is beyond the scope of
this study. Nonetheless, Figure 8 suggests that the use of a single
short coaxial cable might also permit enhancement of the quality of
the TDIP data.

DISCUSSION
Analysis of normal and reciprocal misfit
The analysis of the raw data clearly demonstrates a significant
improvement in SIP readings for measurements collected with coaxial cables when compared with those acquired using multicore
cables. Already for measurements at 1 Hz, imaging data sets collected with a single multicore cable result in a larger number of
filtered data and a broader variance than those collected with a single coaxial cable. Moreover, it has been observed that the length of
the multicore cables plays a critical role in the quality of the SIP
readings, whereas this may be not relevant for measurements performed with coaxial cables. To quantitatively evaluate the data uncertainty associated to the different cables, we present in Figure 9
the analysis of misfit between normal and reciprocal phase readings
(Δϕ) collected along profiles P1 and P2. Reciprocal readings refer
to the recollection of a given quadrupole (i.e., normal measurements) after interchanging the electrodes used for the current
and potential dipoles (LaBrecque et al., 1996). Statistical analysis
of normal-reciprocal misfit (Δϕ) is a well-established method to
quantify data error in electrical imaging (e.g., LaBrecque et al.,
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Figure 8. Pseudosections for TDIP data collected at the HOAL site using 32 electrodes with a separation of 5 m between them. TDIP readings
were collected using (1) current injections and potential readings in a multicore cable (the plots in the first row) followed by (2) current
injections in the multicore cable and potential readings in the coaxial (the plots in the second row). For comparison, pseudosections are also
presented for data collected with a single coaxial cable (the third row). The inserted labels indicate the total of the remaining measurements
after the removal of outliers and the standard deviation (s) in the phase readings.
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1996; Slater and Binley, 2006; Flores Orozco et al., 2012b, 2018a,
2019b); thus, it can be used here as a tool to quantitatively compare
the data collected with different cables. For the sake of consistency,
in Figure 9, we compare only the Δϕ for data collected with MCX5
and COAX10 cables along P1 (5 m spacing between electrodes),
whereas MCX1 and COAX2 are compared for measurements collected along P2 (1 m separation between electrodes). In the case of
multicore cables, we present measurements collected with cables
having the same length as the profile (i.e., the separation between
electrodes and cable takeouts being the same), whereas coaxial cables used for this analysis are always two times longer than the profile length.
During the analysis of the Δϕ, the only filtering in the data refers
to the removal of erroneous measurements (readings associated
with a negative apparent resistivity) and outliers (i.e., −100 mrad
< ϕ < 20 mrad), independent of the resulting misfit between the
normal and reciprocal readings. Figure 9 shows that data sets collected with coaxial cables result in a larger number of normal-reciprocal pairs (N) than measurements collected with multicore cables,
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along P1 and P2, and for all frequencies. At low frequencies (0.5
and 1.0 Hz), the data collected with multicore cables result in approximately 3% fewer measurements than those data sets collected
with coaxial cables. Nonetheless, MCX5 and COAX10 yield similar values of the standard deviation of the reciprocal misfit (s(Δϕ))
at low frequencies (variations <1 mrad).
Measurements collected with multicore and coaxial cables at 7.5
and 15 Hz reveal consistent values in the s(Δϕ) only for data sets
collected along P2, which refers to the 1 m spacing between electrodes. However, measurements collected with the multicore cable
MCX5 at P1 reveal a poor reciprocity at 7.5 and 15 Hz, with less
than 30 normal-reciprocal pairs and a larger s(Δϕ) than the data sets
collected with the COAX10 cable. Moreover, such measurements
exhibit a normal distribution of the Δϕ, as expected for measurements contaminated by random noise (e.g., LaBrecque et al., 1996;
Slater and Binley, 2006). Such a normal distribution in the Δϕ is
also observed for all measurements collected in P2 and at low
frequencies in P1. Accordingly, Figure 9 demonstrates the possibility to collect high-quality SIP imaging data with a single coaxial

Figure 9. Analysis of the misfit between normal and reciprocal phase readings (ΔΦ) for imaging data sets collected along P1 with the long
multicore MCX5 and coaxial COAX10 cables, as well as along P2 with the short multicore MCX1 and COAX2 cables. In each subplot, we
include the standard deviation of the normal reciprocal misfit (s(Δϕ)) and the total number of normal-reciprocal pairs (N). Filtering of the data
was performed only before the analysis of Δϕ, corresponding only to the removal of erroneous measurements and outliers.
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cable, even if this is much longer than the actual length of the
profile.

Comparison between coaxial and multicore cables:
Implication for field surveys
Results presented in Figures 5–9 demonstrate that the use of multicore cables in SIP imaging surveys results in large distortions in
the data already at 1 Hz. Moreover, measurements collected with
long multicore cables reveal a poor reciprocity for readings collected at 7.5 and 15 Hz, and a larger reciprocal misfit (Δϕ) for measurements collected at 1.0 Hz in comparison to measurements

Figure 10. Pseudosections for TDIP data collected (with a pulse
length of 500 ms) at the HOAL site using 32 electrodes with a separation of 1 m between them and a multicore cable with 1 and 10 m
separation between takeouts (MCZ1 and MCZ10, respectively), as
well as the coaxial cable with a 5 m separation between takeouts.
The label indicates the total of the remaining measurements after
removal of outliers and the standard deviation (s) in the phase readings.

collected with the coaxial cables. Distortions in the imaging data
sets vary in their amplitude and distribution unsystematically for
the different multicore cables deployed. Hence, removing such cable effects during the processing of the data might be impossible.
Accordingly, we do not recommend the use of traditional multicore
cables as a single layout for the collection of FDIP imaging data,
even at 1 Hz. We believe this is an important observation, considering that 1 Hz has been suggested as the best compromise between
relatively low acquisition times and negligible EM coupling.
The distortions in measurements at 1.0 Hz when using multicore
cables increase with increasing the cable length, even if the cables
are fully extended. We observed that the deployment of multicore
cables longer than the actual separation between electrodes significantly reduces the quality of SIP readings even at low frequencies
such as 0.5 Hz, independently of whether the multicore cable is
used in a single layout or using two cables to separate the current
and potential dipoles. Thus, the collection of reliable SIP imaging
field surveys demands the use of shortest possible cables, if only
multicore cables are available.
TDIP readings collected using a 50% duty cycle and multicore
cables revealed the same data quality than those collected with the
coaxial cables with only a minimal improvement when readings
were collected with separate cables. Such measurements benefit
from sampling the decay curve only after the current injection is
switched off, thus minimizing the influence of parasitic EM fields.
Accordingly, TDIP measurements favor the use of multicore cables.
Nevertheless, chargeability measurements collected at early times
revealed larger inferences (i.e., outliers) when collected with single
cables than using two cables to separate the current and potential
dipoles, likely indicating distortions due to coupling effects.
SIP imaging data sets collected with coaxial cables revealed
an improved data quality, especially at low frequencies (0.5 and
1.0 Hz). Moreover, we observed good data quality using coaxial
cables much longer than the actual profile length. Even for measurements collected with COAX10, readings revealed a significant improvement in the normal-reciprocal misfit (Δϕ) in comparison with
data collected with shorter multicore cables. Moreover, measurements conducted with a single coaxial cable revealed at least the
same quality as those using two multicore cables to separate the
current and potential dipoles. Hence, the use of coaxial cables
may represent the best alternative for field surveys, permitting
use of the same cable for collection of data with different electrode
spacing, as well as to double the resolution or maximum depth of
investigation by avoiding the necessity to lay two different cables to
separate potential and current dipoles.
The poor quality of SIP readings at frequencies greater than
15 Hz might be related to sources of contamination beyond the cable effects, such as low-frequency electrical fields associated to
fluctuating telluric currents in conductive soils (Serson, 1973).
Moreover, further sources of capacitive coupling can be related to
variations in the contact resistances between electrodes and the soil
or between electrodes and cables (Zimmermann et al., 2008,
2019). In addition, conductive soils enhance inductive coupling
(e.g., Wait and Gruszka, 1986; Routh and Oldenburg, 2001).
To investigate EM coupling in multicore and coaxial cables without the interactions with subsurface materials, we performed a laboratory test. This test was conducted with each multicore cable used
on the field, with the exception of the MCZ1, which is used for
measurements in boreholes and the end connector is sealed. As
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illustrated in the schematic diagram presented in Figure 10a, we
injected a sinusoidal current across one of the wires of the multicore
cable with an effective input voltage (V i ) of 1 V,
corresponding to a current of approximately 0.2 mA. During the
current injection, we used an oscilloscope to measure the output
voltage (V o ) in each one of the remaining 31 wires (against the mass
of the oscilloscope). To avoid overloading the measuring channels,
we connected a 50 ± 1 Ω resistance in series between the signal
generator and the pins used for current injection, as illustrated in
Figure 10a. For verification, readings of the V o were collected in
both end connectors, illustrated as NEXT and FEXT in Figure 10a,
with the measurements in each connector corresponding to the average value of nine waveforms (commonly exhibiting fluctuations of
approximately 4 mV). The experiment was repeated for all multicore cables at two different frequencies: 1 Hz and 2 kHz. Similar
measurements were also conducted between the two longest wires
of the COAX2 cable, yet we did not collect measurements for all
wires, due to their different lengths. EM coupling in the cables is
exhibited by the observed V o in the wires of the multicore cables
during the current injection, which is presented in terms of the noise
at low (Figure 10b) and high (Figure 10c) frequencies.
Figure 10b and 10c shows the highest coupling for readings
collected in the pin (i.e., wire) closest to the current injection,
yet the distortions show erratic behavior for different wires.
Nonetheless, consistent patterns can be observed for cables built
by the same manufacturer, thus suggesting that such variations in
the EM coupling within the multicore cables are related to the
twisting of the independent wires. Similar to the field results,
the shortest cable, i.e., MCX1, reveals the lowest EM coupling,
whereas MCY5 exhibits the highest coupling. The longest cable
tested (MCZ10) reveals intermediate coupling values, which can
be explained by the high electrical resistance measured in the
wires (Table 1). As expected, coupling is approximately two orders of magnitude higher for current injections at 2 kHz than at
1 Hz. Moreover, coupling in the coaxial cables is at least one order
of magnitude smaller than the one observed in the MCX1. Hence,
the results presented in Figure 10b support our field observations
and demonstrate that multicore cables can result in EM coupling
even at low frequencies, causing important distortions in SIP
readings.
Besides the EM coupling between cables at 1 Hz evidenced in
Figure 10b, the decrease in the data quality for our SIP field measurements might point out possible coupling effects within the measuring device (i.e., within the transmitter and receiver). Such a
limitation needs to be addressed in the next generation of field-scale
SIP instruments. In this regard, the Multi-Source instrument (from
MPT LLC) or the V-FullWaver (from Iris Instruments) may provide
an improvement in the data quality for IP field surveys because they
permit remotely synchronization of the transmitter and the receiver.
However, the Multi-Source instrument is still under development and
the V-FullWaver does not permit collection of SIP data in the FD.
Different correction methods taking into account the geometry of
the cables (e.g., Zhao et al., 2013, 2014) can still be performed to
further improve the quality of the phase measurements at higher
frequencies, yet their application is beyond the scope of the present
study. Likewise, the collection of IP data deploying other configurations characterized by higher S/N, such as Wenner or multiple
gradient, are also not addressed within this study because they do
not provide new insights into the discussion.
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CONCLUSION
Our results demonstrate that SIP measurements conducted in the
FD with multicore cables result in significant distortions in the
phase readings even at low frequencies such as 0.5 and 1.0 Hz. Consistent to previous studies, the use of separate multicore cables for
current and voltage readings revealed an improved data quality in
comparison to single cables. However, the data quality is still
dependent on the construction and length of the multicore cables
deployed, with cleaner pseudosections observed only for data collected with short cables (1 m spacing in the takeouts). Contrary to
those observations, data collected with a single coaxial cable revealed high data quality, even if the cable is five times longer than
the actual separation between electrodes. The improved quality in
SIP imaging data sets collected with coaxial cables was demonstrated through the analysis of normal and reciprocal measurements.
Our study demonstrated that the use of single multicore cables with
5 m separation between electrodes resulted in less than 10% of valid
normal and reciprocal measurements at 7.5 Hz, whereas more than
50% of the measurements still show reciprocity when collected with
a single coaxial cable. Accordingly, the deployment of coaxial cables removes the necessity of using separate cables, consequently
increasing the depth of investigations or resolution of SIP imaging
surveys. Moreover, the use of coaxial cables permits to deploy the
same field procedures for the collection of SIP data as used for ERT
surveys. The simplification of field procedures represents an important step forward to make the SIP imaging an attractive method for
applications beyond academia.
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